Memory-enhanced energetic stability for a fractional oscillator with fluctuating frequency.
The long-time limit behavior of the variance and the correlation function for the output signal of a fractional oscillator with fluctuating eigenfrequency subjected to a periodic force is considered. The influence of a fluctuating environment is modeled by a multiplicative white noise and by an additive noise with a zero mean. The viscoelastic-type friction kernel with memory is assumed as a power-law function of time. The exact expressions of stochastic resonance (SR) characteristics such as variance and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) have been calculated. It is shown that at intermediate values of the memory exponent the energetic stability of the oscillator is significantly enhanced in comparison with the cases of strong and low memory. A multiresonancelike behavior of the variance and SNR as functions of the memory exponent is observed and a connection between this effect and the memory-induced enhancement of energetic stability is established. The effect of memory-induced energetic stability encountered in case the harmonic potential is absent, is also discussed.